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1. THE Two BY Two PROBLEM 
Consider the system 
i?ki -.: hi(X)X, (i = 1, 2), (‘1 
where X = (X 1 , x,) and A, and A, are differentiable homogeneous functions 
of even degree 2m. We investigate the stability of the trivial solution 
X(t) = (0,O). 
THEOREM 1. The system (I) is asymptotically stable in the whole ;f (a) 
A,( 1, 0) < 0 and X,(0, 1) < 0, and (b) either h,(X) or h,(X) is negative whenever 
x f  (0, 0). 
Proof. Differentiating A, - A, along a trajectory yields 
Using Euler’s identity for homogeneous functions, 
iih ih 
7g x1 + z x2 -= 2mh, 
. 1 - 2 
this can be rewritten 
Hence 
-g (A, - A,) = (A, - A,) (2 x1 -I $$ XJ. 
&(X(t)) ~~ &(X(t)) = [Al(X(0)) ~ &(X(O))] exp 1‘1 [+$x1 -t- 2 q) do. 
* This work was supported by NASA Contract NAS-8-20347. 
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Therefore A, - A, does not change sign along a trajectory; moreover a line 
along which A, = ha is a trajectory. 
We first show that every trajectory approaches the origin (quasi-asymptotic 
stability). Consider a trajectory along which A, - A, > 0. Assume that 
~~(0) f  0. Then from (l), 
x2(t) q(O) -- 
dt) ! 
-: (A, - A,) (17, = iT(F) exp o 
so that x,/xi approaches a limit L (possibly infinite, but not zero). Define 
t, = x1/y, t, = x& and Y = (.vi2 + x22)1;a. Then 
and 
hrl El = ‘$ = &(l + L”)-“Z 
p+? f, = t2 = &L(l + L2)-1’“. 
Now, U& , f,, - 4(& , f,, 3 0, and from (b), X,(fr , $a) = -u < 0. 
Thus there exists a T such that 
&(x1 , x2) < - z” Y2?11 (t > 7’). (2) 
(Here we have used the homogeneity of A, .) From (1) 
I xl(t)1 = I Xl(T)1 exp [j$Q)) dJ] 
(3) 
From (2), 1 x, / is decreasing for t 3 T; therefore it has a limit, which by (3) 
must be zero. If  fr f  0, then lim t+30 r(t) = 0, because Y = x,/f1 . I f  t, = 0 
then 1 [a / = I and h,(x, , x2) < h,(O, l)r2”/2 f  or sufficiently large t, so that (a) 
and an argument similar to that just given for x1 imply that Em,,, x2(t) = 0 
(and therefore Km,,, r(t) = 0). 
I f  ~~(0) = 0, then x1(t) = 0, and from (1) and the homogeneity of A, , 
2, = h,(O, 1)x7+1, 
which has the solution 
x2(t) = x,(O)[ 1 - 2mX,(O, 1) xyyO)t]-1’2m. 
From (a), lim,,, x2(t) = 0 in this case also. 
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Since this argument can also be carried out with the subscripts inter- 
changed, every trajectory of (1) approaches the origin; hence if (1) is stable, 
it is asymptotically stable. 
To establish stability, we observe that (a) and the continuity of h, and X, 
guarantee the existence of a constant M such that X, < 0 if ] x1 1 > M j x2 1 
and AZ < 0 if / x2 1 > M / x1 I. In the first case / x,(t)] is decreasing; in the 
second, / x,(t)1 is decreasing. Since h, - h, does not change sign, (b) implies 
that either A, or X, is negative for all t 3 0. Suppose 
X12(0) + x22(o) < ro2 
and Al < 0. Then I xl(f)1 < I q(o)1 and I x,(t)1 < ma4 x,(O)l, M I x1(0)1) 
(t > 0). I f  B = max(1, M), then 
x12(t) + ~~~(t) = (1 + B2)ro2 (t 3 0). 
The same inequality holds if X, < 0 for t >, 0. Hence (1) is stable. 
Asymptotic stability is equivalent to asymptotic stability in the whole 
for a system with homogeneous right hand side; hence the proof of Theorem 1 
is complete. 
2. A CONJECTURE 
We sought to generalize Theorem 1 to the system 
2, = X,(X)x, (1 < i < 4, (4) 
where X = (x1 ,..., x,) and each Xi is a differentiable homogeneous function 
of degree 2m. 
Conjecture 1. If  for any partition [ir ,..., &I, [i,,, ,..., i,] of [I ,..., n] 
into disjoint subsets (either of which may be empty), at least one of the 
functions Ail ,..., Air is negative at any nonzero point of the hyperplane 
x6C+l = Xilct2 = ... = xi n = 0, 
then (4) is asymptotically stable in the whole. 
Theorem 1 and Conjecture I are equivalent if II = 2. We have not been 
able to extend the proof of Theorem 1 to n > 2, because there appears 
to be no generalization of the sign constancy of X, - X2 which was used in 
the proof of Theorem 1. However, we obtained partial results that may be 
useful. 
In attempting an induction proof of Conjecture 1 we were led to write (4) 
in the form 
ki = [X,(x1 >..'> %-1 7 0) + %di(ql% (1 < i < n - l), 
*n = 4Qo%, 
(5) 
where (6i is homogeneous of degree 2m - 1. 
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Let ~2 = x12 + *** + x,2 and ti = xiiri. 
THEOREM 2. Let the system 
ji = UY1 >**.> Yn-1 7 O) Yi (l<i<n-I) (6) 
be asymptotically stable. There is a constant 8, 0 < 6 < 1, such that if 
1 (Jt)l < 6 along a trajectory of (5), then lim,,, X(t) = 0. 
Proof. Asymptotic stability implies that any trajectory Y(t) of (6) satisfies 
Y(t) = O(t-1’2m) P-+ co) (7) 
(Krasovski [2]). This guarantees (Zubov [I]), for sufficiently large integer K, 
the existence of a continuously differentiable Liapunov function V( yr,...,.y+r), 
with derivative along a trajectory of (6) given by 
dV n-1 av 
dt= c __ qyl ,-*a, i=l aYi YnMl 9 O)Y, = 4Y12 + *** +Y;-.Jm+k. (8) 
Explicitly 
V(U) = 1, 1 Y(t, U)12”+2” dt, 
where Y(t, U) is the solution of (6) for which Y(0, U) = U = (ur ,..., u,-~), 
and 1 1 is the Euclidean norm. The existence of the integral follows from (7). 
V is positive homogeneous of degree 2k. 
Let xl(t),..., xnel(t) be the first n - 1 components of a trajectory of (5); let 
?J(t) = V(x,(tL %-l(t)) 
and 
p2 = x12 + ... + XiP1 . 
From (5) and (S), 
lj = -p2m+= + x, i$ z x,c#q . 
2 
There is a constant M > 0 such that the second term on the right is dominated 
by 
hence 
M ( f,, ( (1 - ta2)-nz-kp2n+2k; 
tj < -p2nt+2k[1 - M 1 .$,, l/(1 - &2)“+k]. 
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Choose S < 1 so that if 1 [, j < 6 then 
M / E,, :/( 1 - &lZ)m,+k <: 1 - a 
whereaisfixed,O<a< l.If/[,/ <Sforallt, 
$(t) < 4(O) - a j; ,I(s)~~~+~~~ ds (9) 
and # is strictly decreasing. Let lim,,, #(t) = I$; we want to show that 
$=O.If$fO,p must be bounded away from zero, because for all t, 
$ < $(t) = J+gt>,.-9 %-l(t)) d CLp2yt), 
where p = max v(x, ,..., xn-i) on p = 1. Substituting in (9) yields 
$b(t) < l)(O) - at (q+r’n 
CL (t 3 O), 
a contradiction since it implies that 4(t) < 0 eventually. Thus $ = 0 and 
lim,,, p(t) = 0 because Vis positive definite. Therefore lim,,, 1 xn(t)l = 0 
also (if not, then&,,, / t,(t)1 = 1, violating the assumption that It, 1 < S 
for all t). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let (6) be asymptotically stable and X(t) be a trajectory qf (5) 
for which lim t+m xn(t) = 0. Then lim,,, X(t) = 0. 
Proof. Using the notation of Theorem 2, there exists a S in (0, 1) such 
that either j E, I > S or 
$ < -ap2m+2ke (10) 
If I & I > 6, then 
(11) 
I f  either (10) or (11) holds for all sufficiently large t, t/(t) and therefore 
x1(t),..., xnpl(t) tend to zero; if not, there exists a sequence 7t, < or < 72 < a** 
approaching infinity such that (11) holds for 72j < t < 733+1 . For 
72i+1 G t G 72j+2 either # is decreasing or it satisfies (11). Since X, approaches 
zero, so does 4, and therefore p. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
The following lemma is interesting in connection with Conjecture 1. 
LEMMA. I f  (4) satisfies the hypothesis of Conjecture 1 and X(t) is a trajectory 
fey which ti(t) (1 < i < n) approach limits, then lim,,, X(t) = 0. 
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PYOO~. Let li = lim t4m t,(t). We show that Ai = hi(cI ,..., fn) < 0 
(1 < i < n), from which the conclusion follows by an argument similar 
to that of Theorem 1. 
Assume without loss of generality that xi > 0 for i = l,..., m and xi < 0 
for i = m + l,..., n. (From the hypothesis of Conjecture 1, m < n.) Then 
lim tico xi(t) = 0 for i = m + l,..., n (see proof of Theorem 1) while 
lim inf,,, r(t) > 0; hence zj = 0, (j = m + l,..., n). Thus X, << 0 for some 
k < m, a contradiction. 
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